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INTRODUCTION 

Congratulations on your purchase of an SD model Golf Cart. This manual contains important 

information concerning the safe operation and proper maintenance of your golf cart. 

Please ensure that you read this manual carefully. It is important to your safety that you 

understand the guidelines and instructions given. Your cart should receive regular 

maintenance according to the schedule outlined in this manual and recommendations from 

the authorized dealer. By following the maintenance instruction, you will be able to take care 

of most of your cart’s needs. Should you be unable to correct a fault in your cart, please 

contact your golf cart dealer immediately. 

Above all, follow all service recommendations outlined in this manual to achieve the most 

trouble free, safe, and enjoyable operation of your cart. 
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SAFETY ADVICE 

✓ Do not carry passengers or total load exceeding 660lbs 

✓ Do not exceed inclines over 20 degrees. 

✓ Do not make sharp turns on steep slopes. 

✓ Do not turn suddenly at high speeds. 

✓ Drive cart on road lanes demarcated for carts, scooters, motor bikes, bicycles etc. 

✓ Do not turn off cart while the cart is in motion. 

✓ Always slow down and proceed carefully when travelling over rough or uneven grounds. 

✓ For individuals driving cart with electromagnetic brake for the first time, should be 

assisted by a professional. 

✓ Do not try to assemble any metal parts that may be heavy as this may cause injury to 

older people. 

✓ If you’re not used to driving electric golf carts, ask your dealer to reduce the forward 

speed on the controller to prevent over-speeding and collision. 

✓ Before sitting in or parking the cart, remove the key from the ignition. This will ensure 

the POWER is off and the cart cannot move under it own power. 

✓ Do not connect any medical or electronic device to the cart battery. This may cause 

failure of the device, the cart and personal injury. 

✓ Do not drink alcohol and drive or take sedatives while operating your cart. 

✓ Do NOT wash your cart with a hose. Use a damp cloth only. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF PARTS 
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COMPONENTS AND WIRING DIAGRAM 

 

 

FUNCTION OF PARTS 

1. Battery gauge: the number of LED bars light shows the amount of charge left in your 

batteries. The amount of charge will only indicate at its true level when the cart is in 

drive. 

⚫ Do not allow the LED bars to go out completely, as complete discharge of the 

batteries could cause irreversible battery damage. 

2. Horn: This button operates the horn. 

3. On/Off Key Switch: Insert the key in the ignition switch. Turn the key and the LED bars 

will light up. 

4. Electromagnetic Brake: The brake is automatically operated when the accelerator pedals 

are released. You may experience a sharp or slow braking depending on the settings on 

the controller. Your cart may come with one pedal which functions as accelerator and 

brake or with a second pedal which also serves as brake pedal. 
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5. Forward/Reverse switch: This switch is located right in front of your seat. Press “F” for 

the cart to move forward and press “R” to reverse the cart. 

 
 

ASSEMBLING THE CART 

Usually, your cart will come to you about 80% assembled. The next step is to assemble the 

accessories, seat, roof and or rear seat with foot plate. 

◆ Assembling the seat 

The SD models come in 3 different seats depending on your request. To assemble the 

rear seat, first fix the two metal points of the backrest correspondently into the joint 

safely.                                            

 

Next, you need to fix the rear seat. Attach the rear seat armrest to the sides of the 

flip-flop seat then connect the whole rear seat to the metal joints and screw them 

tightly. See in the pictures below: 
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◆ Assembling the foot plate 

The foot plate has a 2 metal bars that hook it into the corresponding two joints under 

the back of the cart. Make sure it is well hooked safely to avoid a shaking discomfort. 

 

 

◆ Assembling the roof 

The plastic roof will usually have a rectangular metal ring fixed in it. Assemble the roof 

on the cart, first insert the rear metal poles into the lower columns attached to the rear 

seat armrest and screw them up tightly. Next step, fix the front poles on either side of 

the body with screws. Then with the help of someone, fix the roof on the upper ends of 

the metals and tighten with bolt and nut. 

   
Lower column on rear seat    Roof connected to upper end      Front pole for roof on the side 

 

OPERATING YOUR GOLF CART 

◆ Before operation 

1. Insert the key into the power switch and turn clockwise to the ON position. 

2. Check the battery meter to make sure the batteries are fully charged. 

3. Make sure the accelerator and brake pedals are in position. 
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◆ Turn power ON 

Insert the key into the power switch on the dashboard then rotate clockwise to the 

“ON” position. Allow for the battery lights to come on prior to driving the cart. This 

allows the controller to initiate its systems check prior to usage. Listen for 2 clicks to 

know your cart is engaged properly, if you hear 3 clicks start all over again. 

 

◆ Forward motion 

To move forward, press “F” on the switch in front of your seat. Next, step on the 

accelerator pedal slowly for a smooth take off. 

 

◆ Reverse motion 

To reverse, press “R” on the switch in front of your seat. Next, look back or check 

through your rear-view mirror to know if there is no obstacle behind you. Then slowly 

step on the pedal to move the cart in reverse. 

◆ STOP 

To stop the cart, just release the accelerator slowly. The cart will quietly come to a smooth 

stop and the electromechanical brake will automatically engage to hold the cart in position 

on horizontal surface or incline surfaces without moving. Quick smooth stops are made 

possible by the dynamic regenerative braking feature built into the Curtis controller. 

Warning: 

The electromagnetic brake may not be effective on inclines greater than 30 degrees, 

downward steep slopes or if the total weight load exceeds 661lbs. 

In this case, you may engage the manual brake which may be a second pedal installed on 

your cart. This will prevent further forward/backwards movement of the cart. 

It is always best to be conversant with the use of electric golf cart before driving it in public 

space. 

BATTERIES AND CHARGER  

The golf cart is supplied with maintenance free, sealed Lead Acid Batteries. A dealer may 

request for powerful Lithium batteries to be mounted on your cart because most customers 

in the USA and EUROPE prefer it. Battery performance can be affected by temperature, 

terrain, condition of battery, weight of the user etc. The battery indicator on the dashboard 

is the only guide and is most effective when the cart is moving. Only then is the true 

discharge level displayed. 

⚫ When the cart stops, the battery level indicator may indicate full. 

⚫ Whether the battery level drops or not, the cart must be put on charge after every 

use. This help to maintain the battery health. 

Battery charger 

The golf carts come with original chargers of batteries. These chargers are specially designed 

and have an electronic switch that will terminate the charge when the batteries are fully 

charged. Always request the appropriate charger from your dealer. 

To charge the batteries, connect the input end into the battery-charging socket on the cart or 

battery pack first and then insert the plug into the wall socket. 
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The battery may take about 6-8 hours to full charge depending on the level of power before 

charge. 

 

 

 

SOLAR PANEL 

The solar power acts as a reserved power for the cart. The panel is installed on the roof while 

the corresponding connectors are wired to the batteries. While using the cart, the panel 

traps the solar energy and stores it as a reserve. It is simply activated by infusing the two 

wire points assembled with the cart.  

MAINTENANCE 

Carry out general maintenance at least every six months whether cart was used or not. 

Controller maintenance 

The controller of an electric golf cart has no accessory that users can repair, so it’s always 

advisable not to try to open it to repair. Trying to repair a controller may rather result in 

permanent damage or reduce the efficiency. Controllers should be used in a dry, clean 

condition under normal room temperature. Often, you may clean the controller and wipe 

out any dirt on the surface of the controller. 

 

Rear axle maintenance 

Maintenance of the motor and rear axle should be carried out by a qualified technician. 

Other maintenance tips are: 

1. Do not overload the cart beyond its capacity. 

2. Often clean any dirt or corrosive liquid on the surface of the motor. 

3. The motor is waterproof, but it is not advisable to drive through a pool of water. 

4. Avoid starting or stopping the motor frequently.  

Lubrication 

You should lubricate the following parts with light oil or similar lubricant: 

⚫ Front and rear shock absorbers 

⚫ Wheel bearings 

⚫ Motor axle 
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Brake unit 

It is advisable to contract a technician or golf cart repair expert to check your brake unit 

system to ensure that your brake functions properly always. 

 

Wheels and Tires 

The wheels of your golf cart all have split rims, and this allows any punctures to be repaired 

easily. To change the wheels, remove the center bolts and slide the wheels off its axle. 

Ensure that when refitting the wheel, the retaining bolt is fitted with a locking washer or the 

screws or similar adhesive. 

When changing a tire, the tube must be deflated. Remove the four bolts from the wheels 

and split from the rim. 

WARRANTY 

12-Month warranty on non-wearable parts from the date of purchase from the 

manufacturer.  

 

Warranty content 

We honor the units if purchased from us directly as an individual client or an authorized 

dealer. The golf cart must be operated according to the instructions described in this manual. 

The manufacturer guarantees any quality issues concerning its manufacturing or materials 

within the warranty period. Normally this warranty does not cover misuse or normal wear 

and tear and is limited if the customer has not had the product serviced by an authorized 

repairer. 

Warranty is not assured with problems caused by the following: 

1. Normal wear and tear items such as motor brushes, tires, tubes, brakes, upholstery, 

seats, armrest, shock absorbers. 

2. The cart was not operated in accordance with this manual guideline 

3. The cart was worked on or repaired by an unauthorized dealer. 

4. Did not use the components or parts made by the manufacturer. 

5. Modified the unit or its parts without authorization by the manufacturer. 

6. Improper maintenance carried out by an authorized dealer. 

7. Improper operation and storage. 

8. The warranty has expired. 

9. Incidents caused by uncontrollable factors such as typhoon, flood, earthquake, fire or 

war. 

10. There is no warranty when carts are used for commercial rental purposes. 

11. Warranties are not transferable.   
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

DESCRIPTIONS PARAMETERS 

Heavy Duty Motor/Trans 48V 2000W 

Lead acid battery 

 

12V 55Ah *4 

Solar panel 170W 

Curtis controller 48V 400A 

Forward speed 13 MPH 

Reverse speed 4.9 MPH 

Range 52 Miles 

Gross weight 793 lbs. 

Net weight 727lbs. 

Load capacity 661lbs. 

Overall dimension 72.8*37.4*44.9 in. 

Incline capability 20+ degrees 

Wheel size 16*6.50-8 

Hydraulic Fluid Shocks Smoother Ride/Stability 

Brake Electromagnetic  

 


